SrRuO3, a ferromagnet with an approximately 160 K Curie temperature, exhibits a T 2 dependent dc resistivity below ≈ 30 K. Nevertheless, previous optical studies in the infrared and terahertz range show non-Drude dynamics at low temperatures which seem to contradict a Fermi-liquid picture with long-lived quasiparticles. In this work, we measure the low-frequency THz range response of thin films with residual resistivity ratios, ρ300K /ρ4K ≈ 74. Such low disorder samples allow an unprecedented look at the effects of electron-electron interactions on the low frequency transport. At temperatures below 30 K we found both a very sharp zero frequency mode which has a width narrower than kBT / as well as a broader zero frequency Lorentzian that has at least an order of magnitude larger scattering rate. Both features have temperature dependencies consistent with a Fermi-liquid with the wider feature explicitly showing a T 2 scaling. Such two -Drude transport sheds light on previous reports of the violation of Mathielssen's rule and extreme sensitivity to disorder in metallic ruthenates. We consider a number of possibilities for the origin of the two feature optical conductivity including multiband effects that arise from momentum conserving interband scattering and the approximate conservation of a pseudo-momentum that arises from quasi-1D Fermi surfaces.
(Dated: March 30, 2020) SrRuO3, a ferromagnet with an approximately 160 K Curie temperature, exhibits a T 2 dependent dc resistivity below ≈ 30 K. Nevertheless, previous optical studies in the infrared and terahertz range show non-Drude dynamics at low temperatures which seem to contradict a Fermi-liquid picture with long-lived quasiparticles. In this work, we measure the low-frequency THz range response of thin films with residual resistivity ratios, ρ300K /ρ4K ≈ 74. Such low disorder samples allow an unprecedented look at the effects of electron-electron interactions on the low frequency transport. At temperatures below 30 K we found both a very sharp zero frequency mode which has a width narrower than kBT / as well as a broader zero frequency Lorentzian that has at least an order of magnitude larger scattering rate. Both features have temperature dependencies consistent with a Fermi-liquid with the wider feature explicitly showing a T 2 scaling. Such two -Drude transport sheds light on previous reports of the violation of Mathielssen's rule and extreme sensitivity to disorder in metallic ruthenates. We consider a number of possibilities for the origin of the two feature optical conductivity including multiband effects that arise from momentum conserving interband scattering and the approximate conservation of a pseudo-momentum that arises from quasi-1D Fermi surfaces.
The 4d ruthenates are well-suited to the study of itinerant correlated electrons and the stability of the Fermiliquid state because no explicit doping is necessary to produce metallic conduction [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . The position of the Fermi level in bands resulting from the hybridization of O 2p and Ru 4d levels leads to ground-state behavior ranging from ferromagnetic order in SrRuO 3 , metallic paramagnetism in CaRuO 3 [6] , antiferromagnetic insulating behavior in Ca 2 RuO 4 , quantum critical metamagnetism in Sr 3 Ru 2 O 7 [7] , and unconventional superconductivity in Sr 2 RuO 4 [5] . These materials present a unique opportunity to investigate a variety of correlated electron behavior in the low disorder limit. SrRuO 3 exhibits a transition from a paramagnetic to a ferromagnetic state at T c ≈ 160 K. Quantum oscillations and a quadratic temperature dependence of the resistivity have been measured in the highest-quality samples [4, 8] . These findings suggest that the ground state of SrRuO 3 is a magnetic Fermi liquid. Nonetheless, among other experimental observations, infrared and optical measurements of SrRuO 3 films (that generally have had higher disorder levels than single crystals) have shown a finite frequency peak in σ 1 at frequencies of order 3k B T [9] . At frequencies above the peak, the real part of the optical conductivity was observed to fall off as ω −1/2 [9] . Optical measurements at lower frequency gave evidence for a related fractional power law dependence of the conductivity on the transport relaxation time [10] . The theoretical basis to understand this seeming deviation from the Lorentzian Drude form (and by implication the non-Fermi liquid nature of this material) is not clear considering the radical implications it would have on the link between ac and dc electrical transport measurements. Similar deviations from simple Drude forms of finite frequency peaks and anomalous power laws have been seen in the related compound CaRuO 3 [6, 11] . In addition, SrRuO 3 has a very striking negative deviation from Matthiessen's rule when impurity scattering is increased through electron irradiation. It was demonstrated that although the fractional form works for more disordered samples, it does not account for this violation for low disorder samples [12, 13] . These results highlight the extreme sensitivity to disorder in this material and the apparent dependence of even the inelastic scattering on sample quality. Therefore, measuring low-disorder SrRuO 3 samples at low energies would shed light on the nature of electronic excitations and provide a unique opportunity to examine Fermi liquid predictions in this strongly correlated material. Previous studies were performed at higher frequencies and/or on samples with larger disorder.
In this paper we use time domain terahertz spectroscopy (TDTS) to examine the complex conductivity and resistivity of very high quality thin films of SrRuO 3 .
Below 30K, we find the real part of the THz conductivity exhibits two very distinct low energy peaks that are related to different conduction channels. There is both a very sharp zero frequency conducting mode which has a width narrower than k B T / as well as a broader Lorentzian peak with at least an order of magnitude larger scattering rate. Both features have temperature dependencies consistent with a Fermi-liquid with the wider feature explicitly showing a T 2 scaling. There are a number of possibilities for the origin of these features including multiband effects that arise from momentum conserving interband scattering and the approximate conservation of a pseudo-momentum that arises from this material's quasi 1D Fermi surface sheets.
In TDTS, an approximately 1 ps long electromagnetic pulse is transmitted through a substrate and film. The complex transmission T (ω) is obtained from the Fourier transform of the time trace, referenced to a bare substrate. Complex conductivity σ(ω) is calculated without the need for Kramers-Kronig transformation from the complex transmission using T (ω) = . In this expression n is the substrate index, ∆L is a correction that accounts for thickness differences between the reference substrate and the sample substrate, d is the film thickness, and Z 0 is the impedance of free space (377 Ω). We determined the effective ∆L from a self-consistent first echo measurement of the sample and substrate at different temperatures. The proper determination of ∆L to submicron accuracy is essential for the accuracy of these results [14] . The films were grown on single-crystal DyScO 3 (110) substrates by molecular-beam epitaxy (MBE) to a thickness of 23 nm [15] . Because this substrate is very lossy to the THz signal in the [001] direction (see SI Fig. S3 ), in all presented measurements the polarization of the incident THz beam is aligned parallel to the [110] direction. Our data on samples grown on less lossy (and more highly strained) NdGaO 3 substrates show that the in-plane anisotropy is less than 20% with no qualitative difference between the two directions (SI Fig. S4 ). dc resistivity ρ(T ) was measured in the van der Pauw geometry and anisotropy was determined from the Montgomery method [16] (Fig. 1a ). The noticeable kink at 160 K is attributed to the development of ferromagnetic order [17] . The high quality of the film is reflected in its low residual resistivity value of ρ(T→0) ∼2.6 µΩ cm giving a large residual resistivity ratio of ≈ 74 along the [110] direction. This residual resistivity is almost 20 times lower than the films used in previous TDTS studies [10] . A quadratic dependence on temperature of ρ(T ) − ρ(0) has been reported up to at least 30 K (inset of Fig. 1(a) ). Our observation of a T 2 dependence of the resistivity is consistent with other studies on low disorder samples [8, 18] as opposed to behavior T β , where β ∼ 1 − 2 is observed primarily in samples with residual resistivities above 50 µΩ cm [17] .
In Fig. 1(b) , we plot the real part of the THz and dc conductivity at different temperatures. With decreasing temperature there is a remarkable sharpening of a low-frequency Drude-like peak. The real σ 1 and imaginary σ 2 parts of the complex conductivity, with corresponding dc values at 3 K are plotted in Fig. 1 (c). At this temperature the peak in σ 1 is so narrow that σ 2 > σ 1 for the entire frequency range measured. In a simple single-band metal, one expects that the scattering of electrons is dominated by quenched disorder as T→ 0 and that the dynamical conductivity can be modeled with a single Drude oscillator with the functional form σ(ω) = 0
where ω p is the plasma frequency and 1/τ is the current decay rate). Although the σ 1 data superficially have such a Drude form, in fact the 3K complex conductivity cannot be reproduced with a single Drude oscillator. As can be seen in Fig. 1(c) , the best fits with a single Drude oscillator to the THz constrained with the dc resistivity underestimates the real conductivity, and overestimates the imaginary conductivity. Note that we can make such an assessment despite the fact that the spectral range between dc and 200 GHz is not measured because the real and imaginary parts of σ are Kramers-Kronig related to each other e.g., the data are strongly constrained for parts of the spectral range that are not explicitly measured, by parts that are measured. In order to fit the 3K conductivity, at least two Lorentzian oscillators are needed: one narrow with 1/τ 1 50 GHz scattering rate and one wider with 1/τ 2 ∼ 300 GHz scattering rate. Because the narrow oscillator has a width below the measured frequency range, we can only set an upper limit on its width. In these fits, we adopt the highest value of 1/τ 1 consistent with THz data as its upper bound. The full functional form is
Here ∞ accounts for effects of interband transitions at frequencies well above our range.
The necessity to use two Drude terms extends to higher temperatures. One can see in the 5 K conductivity ( Fig.  2(a) ) that the narrow Drude (green area under the real part of the narrow Drude) accounts for the sharp upturn towards the dc conductivity whereas the wide Drude part (blue) is needed to capture the long tail of σ 1 (ω). In Fig.  2 (b-c) in data up to 30 K, one cannot fit the imaginary part of the conductivity with a single Drude if one insists on a fit of the real part. As the temperature increases, the scattering rate of the narrow Lorentzian increases faster than the scattering rate of the wider one and the rates become equal above 30K and the Lorentzians indistinguishable. Hence a single Drude fitting above 30K suffices. It is interesting to note that this temperature is close to that below which T 2 resistivity has been reported. The scattering rate of the wide Drude peak goes as T 2 below 30 K. The total spectral weight ( Fig.3(b) ) is unchanged within 5% below 30 K, while the narrow Drude peak corresponds to about 20% of the total weight in the range where it can be distinguished. Note that the fractional functional form used previously [10] does not fit our data [14] . Also note that we see no sign of meV range finite frequency peaks arising from either finite temperature effects as observed previously in higher disorder samples [9] , nor that have been predicted to exist via recent density functional and dynamical mean field calculations arising from the tilt of the octahedra [19] .
We examined complex resisivity which is the inverse of complex conductivity data (Supplemental Sec. V). For a single band metal, the "Gurzhi" scaling [20] for a metal with dominant Umklapp scattering as T→0 predicts the real part of the resistivity goes as tivity. This relation arises from the established relation between T and ω induced inelastic scattering [21] . With the b that is predicted to be 4 for a canonical Fermi liquid, the scattering is dominated in our temperature and frequency range by temperature e.g., the broadening at 30K at ω = 0 is expected to be approximately 16.6 times larger than the broadening at 1 THz at T=0. This is consistent with our data in that we find very little frequencydependent changes to ρ 1 (Supplemental FigS. 6 and 7), while the T dependence changes are large. When intraband scattering processes dominate, the complex resistivity can be related to the "extended" Drude model (EDM), in which the scattering rate and effective masses in the Drude formula become complex and frequency dependent [22] . The EDM has been used extensively to describe heavy fermion systems [23, 24] , high-T c cuprates [2] and transition-metal compounds [25] . Within the context of EDM, the slope of the imaginary part of the complex resisivtiy with frequency is proportional to the optical renormalized mass (m * /m b ,m b is the effective band mass). It is found that in our TDTS data, mass enhancement at the lowest temperatures is ∼ 6.5 (Supplemental FigS. 6(b)), which roughly agrees with heat capacity and de Haas-van Alphen measurements [17, 26] .
In particular, heat capacity measurements show a Sommerfeld coefficient γ expt /γ theor = 3.7, suggesting a mass enhancement similar to what we observe in TDTS measurements [17] . According to an angle-resolved de Haasvan Alphen study, the effective mass of charge carriers measured for each Fermi surface sheet ranges from 4.1-6.9 m e [26] . Similarly angle-resolved photoemission has found masses of order 3.7 m e [27] for the β sheet. We now discuss the possible origins of the narrow low frequency Drude peak. One obvious possibility is that multiple bands with varying masses near the Fermi energy contribute to two channels of conduction. Although in CaRuO 3 a manifold of heavy, flat bands were observed close to E F [28] , such structure has not been reported by ARPES measurements of SrRuO 3 [27] , making different bands with very different velocities an unlikely source of a narrow Drude term. Nonetheless, other possibilities exist. Maslov and Chubukov [21] have shown that the presence of extremely strong momentum conserving electron-electron interband scattering in the presence of weak momentum relaxing scattering can create a double Drude structure in which the narrow Drude peak has a width which is the geometric mean of the momentum conserving and momentum relaxing scattering rates. In a different scenario, Rosch has shown [29, 30] that in 1D it is possible to define a pseudo momentum that does not decay by 2-particle collisions and hence decays more slowly than the conventional crystal momentum. It is expected that a state with finite pseudomomentum has significant projection on current-carrying states. This gives rise to well defined and sharp peaks in the optical conductivity. One might expect these effects in even quasi-2D metals like SrRuO 3 as its Fermi surface is composed of primarily 1D sections that show only weak hybridization where the bands intersect. Irrespective of the mechanism, what these scenarios share is the idea that scattering channels add in the conductivity not the resistivity. The latter is the usual Mathielssen's rule and in this regard our results provide a path forward for understanding deviations from Mathielssen's rule in this material.
We have examined THz dynamical conductivity in clean films of SrRuO 3 , which have more than an order of magnitude smaller residual resistivity that previously measured samples, and observed very different results. At low temperature, a narrow Drude-like peak emerges which cannot be parameterized with a single oscillator. As it is the low frequency and low temperature properties of a system which are diagnostic of its ground, the T 2 dependence of the widths confirm the The SrRuO 3 thin films studied in this work were grown on single-crystal (110) DyScO 3 substrates by molecular-beam epitaxy (MBE) in a dual chamber Veeco GEN10 system to a thickness of ∼23 nm nair2018synthesis2. Adsorptioncontrolled growth conditions are used in which an excess flux of elemental ruthenium is supplied to the growing film and thermodynamics controls its incorporation through the desorption of volatile RuOx. This growth regime minimizes ruthenium vacancies in the films and the resulting samples exhibit a high residual resistivity ratio (RRR) in transport measurements nair2018synthesis2. The strong dependence of spectral features on sample quality highlights the necessity for such studies of utilizing oxide MBE, which produces higher quality films than those grown by pulsed laser deposition or sputtering nair2018synthesis2, Kacedon97, Chu96.
In the technique of TDTS an infrared femtosecond laser pulse is split between two paths and excites a pair of "Auston" switch photoconductive antennae; one acts as an emitter and the other acts as a receiver. When the laser pulse hits the voltage-biased emitter, a broadband terahertz pulse is produced and collimated by mirrors and lenses and passes through the sample. The terahertz pulse then falls on the receiving Auston switch. Current only flows across the receiver switch at the instant the other short femtosecond pulse impinges on it. By varying the difference in path length between the two pulses, the entire electric field of the transmitted pulse can be mapped out as a function of time. By dividing the Fourier transform of transmission through the sample by the Fourier transform of transmission through a reference substrate, one obtains the full complex transmission T (ω) over a frequency range that can be as broad as 100 GHz to 3.5 THz. The complex transmission is used to calculate the complex conductivity σ(ω) without the need for Kramers-Kronig transformation using the expression T (ω) = . In this expression n is the index of refraction of the substrate, ∆L is a correction factor that accounts for thickness difference between the reference substrate and the sample substrate, d is the film thickness, and Z 0 is the impedance of free space (377 Ω). ∆L is a correction to the phase of complex transmission and thus also the complex conductivity. We determined the effective ∆L from a self-consistent measurement of the first echo of the sample and substrate at different temperatures (see Supplemental Material Section II below).
∆L DETERMINATION
The thickness difference between the sample substrate and a reference substrate, i.e., ∆L, is usually on the order of a few microns. Its correct determination can greatly effect the phase of calculated conductivity. A rough measurement can be made by using a micrometer on the corners of the samples, but the thickness at the center where the optical aperture is at might be different from the corners. Here we use a self-consistent measurement of the first echo of the time domain pulse to determine the value of ∆L precisely. 
Here n 2 and n 3 are the indices of refraction for DyScO 3 (which we measure separately by referencing to an empty aperture) and vacuum, and y s is the admittance of the sample normalized with respect to 1/376.73 Ω (the admittance of vacuum). Since the admittance of the sample relies on the value of ∆ L it has to be determined through iteration until convergence (see below). The phase difference coming from the remaining factors are associated with ∆ L as in the following equation
Therefore if after subtracting off the phase factors calculated from Eq. 1 one fits the phase versus frequency to a straight line (see FigS. 2(b) ) the slope is proportional to ∆L with known or measured factors/functions including speed of light and the measured index of refraction of the substrate. Typically one starts with an initial guess coming from micrometer measurements say a few microns and calculate the conductivity and use this as input for the admittance to calculate R 23 to obtain a new value of ∆L. This process is repeated for each temperature until convergence. For this sample/substrate combination ∆L converges to about 12.5 µm for both 5 K and 100 K.
OPTICAL ANISOTROPY
As discussed in the main text, the orthorhombic DyScO 3 substrate has larger optical absorptions for light polarized in the < 001 > axis than the < −110 > axis. See FigS. 3(a) , which shows a comparison of the magnitude of room temperature transmission T (ω) along these two orthogonal directions. One can see there is little signal above 0.8 THz for polarizations along < 001 > axis, possibly owing to the strong absorption by polarized phonons in this frequency range. When divides the FFT of the time trace of sample pulse by reference pulse one gets very noisy data above 0.8 THz as shown in Fig. 3(b) ). This makes data taken with < 001 > polarized light unreliable for this substrate.
However, a comparison with samples grown on the NdGaO 3 substrate shows that anisotropy of SrRuO 3 is likely intrisically weak. A sample of ∼ 20 nm in thickness has a RRR of around 20. One can see from the 5 K data (FigS. 4) that there is no qualitative difference between the two directions. Both conductivities are Drude-like in shape with slightly different scattering rates. '  P  '  I  6  +  Q  :  H  ,  ;  .  '  #  '  P  '  "  '  P  '  I  6  +  Q  :  H  ,  ; . ' " ' P / B 1 ! "
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FRACTIONAL FUNCTIONAL FORM
Previous work Dodge002 on the THz conductivity of SrRuO 3 used an expression of the form
to fit the conductivity data using α = 0.4. Although excellent fits were obtained, this was a radical proposal considering the implications it would have on the link between ac and dc electrical transport measurements. Moreover its microscopic basis in the context of SrRuO 3 was not clear. In our case, we cannot simultaneously fit both the magnitude and phase of the measured conductivity using this functional form. This can be readily seen from FigS. 
5.
A good fit to the magnitude is possible only if the fit to the phase is disregarded ( FigS. 5(a-b) ). In this case 1/τ = 80.9 GHz and α = 0.853. A good fit to the phase is possible only if the magnitude is disregarded (FigS. 5(c-d) ).
In this case 1/τ = 0.189 THz and α = 0.946. An alternative fit is done by converting the fractional formula from magnitude and phase to the real and imaginary basis, and assigning equal weight to them (FigS. 5(e)). In this case, 1/τ = 72.8 GHz and α = 0.803. Note that in none of these cases is the alpha exponent close to the 0.4 found in Ref.
Dodge002. α = 1 is the Drude limit. 
COMPLEX RESISTIVITY AND THE EXTENDED DRUDE ANALYSIS
FigS. 6 shows real and imaginary parts of complex optical resistivity calculated from inverting the conductivity. The real part of complex resistivity is plotted along with dc resistivity. The real part of resistivity ρ1 at THz frequencies has only a weak frequency dependence, which is consistent with the scale of the relative contributions of temperature and frequency dependent scattering from the Gurzhi scaling gurzhi1959mutual2. At the lowest measured frequencies and low temperatures, there is a small drop in resistivity to the dc values, owing to the narrower Drude term. Nevertheless, we can still try to set bounds on the size of the ω 2 dependence to obtain an upper bound for the value of coefficient A from the general scaling relation ρ 1 (T, ω) = ρ ee
where ρ ee 0 (T ) mentioned in the main text. In FigS. 7 we show the close up view of ρ 1 as plotted in Fig. 4(a) of the manuscript. The quadratic fits are presented as dashed black lines for different temperatures. Of the positive values, b = 2.3 for 5 K,b =5.5 for 20 K, and b = 7.7 for 30 K, respectively. This is a size roughly consistent with Gurzhi scaling where b =4 (the assumption that two particle Umklapp scattering dominates transport).
We performed extended Drude analysis, specifically to estimate mass enhancement. The result is shown in the inset of FigS. 6 (b). Rewriting the complex conductivity σ(ω) in terms of a complex memory function, one obtains
where, adopting Boltzmann style terminology, 1/τ (ω) and 1 + λ(ω) describe a frequency dependent scattering rate and mass enhancement (m * /m b ) of the optical excitations due to many-body interactions Puchkov962. Here ω p /2π = 25, 000 cm −1 is the plasma frequency from Ref. taking the slope of ρ 2 multiplied by − 0 ω 2 p (inset of FigS. 6(b)). '
ATTEMPTS OF MICROWAVE SPECTROSCOPY MEASUREMENTS
In the technique of Corbino broadband microwave spectroscopy liu2013broadband, a coax cable connected to a network analyzer is terminated by a thin film sample (via a customized adapter that allows the sample to be press fit onto the end of the coax). Complex reflection coefficients are measured at each frequency of a scan, from which impedance can be calculated from the matching equations. A linear calibration scheme is used to obtain the actual reflection coefficient from the sample alone. In the thin film limit impedance can be inverted to obtain conductance. This technique is most sensitive when measuring samples that have impedances close to 50 Ω.
We attempted to measure thin films of SrRuO 3 in this technique's 10s of MHz to approximately 10 GHz range in order to partially fill in the missing frequency range between dc and the low end of the TDTS experiments. However these experiments proved to be very challenging. The issue is that the films are so highly conductive (impedances near 0.4 Ω) that their reflection coefficients are close to -1 making them hard to distinguish from a perfect conductor. In order to enhance the impedance of the highly conductive sample so that the reflection coefficient is farther from -1, the film is patterned into a thin strip geometry scheffler2007strip. First a Au (200 nm)/Ti (5 nm) contact was evaporated on the sample using a macroscopic donut shaped (or Corbino) mask. Then the entire film was spin coated with about 2 microns ofpositive photo-resist and baked at 120 • for 1 min to harden it.Afterwards, a thin strip mask, which was actually a thin Copper wire was attached to a glass slide (could be a micro-structure on photo mask), was aligned and pressed against the center of the donut shaped Au/Ti structure, and exposed to UV. The film was developed and rinsed with DI water, and re-baked for 1 min at 120 • , so that a a thin strip ( 70 microns) ofphoto-resist was left on top of the sample. This strip made of photo-resist is then used as as a mask for Ar milling. The impedance was enhanced from this thin strip patterning by a factor of 22. Through this procedure, we attempted to measure the conductivity of thin strip samples.
Unfortunately, we believe that these efforts to measure the conductivity in this range largely failed. We always found a large and unexplained mismatch between THz and microwave data. Higher temperature (> 30 K) data was used as a substrate correction liu2013broadband, assuming that the conductivity has a scattering rate much greater than 10 GHz according to extrapolation from THz data. However, it was found that the low temperature conductivity (especially < 20 K) exhibited a narrow Drude-like peak feature only of the order of a few GHz wide, which is much less than simple extrapolations of the THz to the dc conductivity. This result would imply a finite frequency peak in conductivity in the 50 GHz-150 GHz range. Although in principle this is possible, this would violate any simple picture of extrapolating the THz data to the dc data and it is hard to envision any scenario in which this occurs.
